NEW
maneuverable

extraordinary cost cutter!

Meet the world's most efficient stump cutter. Unique extendable and 3-way maneuverable cutter head gets at stumps even in tight, congested places; in corners, close to walls, buildings, trees, and under overhead obstacles.

High-torque twin cutter slashes up to 60" wide stumps to a mulch in a matter of minutes. Safe and easy to operate, only STUMPKING offers so many time and labor saving features:

- All engine and operating controls are on operator's side of machine.
- Dry type Rockford clutch enables operator to declutch cutter head for positive control.

- "Live Hydraulics" permits moving components even while cutter head is stopped.
- "Dial a Stump" control permits matching rate of cutter head feed to toughness of stump.
- New protective screening gives operator greater vision and protection.
- New close coupled trailer arrangement adds to strength and stability while cutting.
- Electric brakes and low center of gravity design make for fast, safe transport.
- Powerful 36 HP gasoline engine.

For all the details write for Bulletin 464-A today.
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